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Abstract
Detailed published analyses of debris along the shelfbreak/head of the Mississippi Canyon

describe repeated mass-wasting events between 29,000-35,000 and 15,000 years before the present
(BP), a time including the last Glacial Maximum, with sealevel at its lowest.

An east-west trending single-channel seismic line collected over the lower Mississippi Can-
yon province reveals that similar and older mass-wasting events occurred prior to the penultimate
(Sangamon) highstand. Seismic data, of approximately one second penetration, are marked by
intermittent and irregularly-spaced concave-upward reflectors, indicative of cut-and-fill. Despite
poor data quality, suggestions of basal unconformities mark the initial major erosional phase of a
single, massive, multi-phased, mass-wasting event.

An interpretation is that several consecutive outer-shelf deltas were developed, each in turn
collapsing onto the slope below. The presently understood greater climatic/sealevel complexity
during the glacial advance/lowstand makes deciphering specifics for erosion and deposition more
difficult. Using conventional thinking—that mass-wasting can commence as sealevel lowers—as
many as 10-20 separate episodes of wasting per lowstand during the Upper Pleistocene can be
discerned.

The evolution of shelf-edge deltas—exemplified by the Bird’s foot at the foot of a mighty
river—and their periodic debouching downslope, appears to be much more complex than previ-
ously described. With temperatures and pressures varying along the outer shelf, the impact of
hydrocarbons, including hydrates, on regional and local sedimentary strength may be important.
How these processes interrelate over time is an exploratory frontier.

Background

The Center for Marine Resources and Environmental Technology (CMRET), University of Mis-
sissippi, for the past half decade has been developing a high frequency seismic reflection data
collection, processing, and interpretation capability to assist in the location and verification of hydrates
and associated free gas in the marine environment. These efforts are funded by the Minerals Manage-
ment Service, Department of the Interior, by the National Energy Technology Laboratory, Department
of Energy, and most recently by the National Undersea Research Program (NURP), a division of the
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The data used in this study were
collected by the CMRET together with the US Geological Survey and were processed by CMRET. The
interpretation offered is part of on-going detailed analyses in support of hydrate exploration.

Seismic Systems and Data Quality

The seismic system used to collect data in support of this study consisted of a 35/35 GIgun and
24-channel streamer, owned and operated by the United States Geological Survey (USGS), Menlo Park.
With this system, 100km+ of seismic data, mostly from the western Mississippi Canyon area, were col-
lected during the summer of 1998. For this project, 35km (18 naut. mi.) of data acquired with this
system were analyzed. The GIgun data quality is quite poor due to the ship’s noise and to that of explo-
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ration seismic vessels operating in the vicinity. A grounding failure in the connector of the multichannel
streamer caused additional noise in the data. However, the profile is so singularly interesting that a con-
certed effort to glean any usable information from it was undertaken. The data examined herein come
from the quietest of the 24 channels. With meticulous editing of the data, including the removal of indi-
vidually noisy traces, and a minor amount of processing, a picture of the Canyon and sub-Canyon
eventually emerged.

Description of Seismic Data

Analysis of a single profile, trending approximately W-E ( lying between ~ 28° 03.5’N and
28°05.3’N) across the central portion of the Mississippi Canyon, Figure 1, reveals a more complex ero-
sional and depositional pattern than previously described. The classic Mississippi Canyon collapse,
well-described by Coleman et al., 1983, is of a single, large, mass-wasting event that occurred during
the latter half of the last ice-age/sealevel drop, i.e., between 29,000 to 35,000 and 15,000 years BP, a
time interval that includes the Last Glacial Maximum (see Fig. 2).

Examination of the GIgun profile, Figure 3, reveals that under the present Canyon proper lies a
zone of interrupted, broken, often concave-upward, seismic reflectors as well as patches of homoge-
neous/uniform seismic energy. The maximum thickness is circa 600 ms (~450m). Such reflector
patterns are diagnostic of cut-and-fill rivers/submarine canyons. This canyon-underlying unit is bot-
tomed by a sharp and distinct unconformity.

Beneath and along the flanks of the unconformity are:

a) similar reflectors in what is clearly a sedimentary wedge, and

b) dark, highly convoluted reflectors interpreted as representing salt domes.

Here the buried salt dome comes to within 200ms of the canyon floor along the western side of
the Canyon. The cut-and-fill pattern is recognizable some 500-700ms beneath the greatest unconformity
depth (or up to 900-1100ms below the present-day Canyon-floor).

Along both flanks descending to the Canyon there are seafloor-following reflectors about 200-
300ms thick with greater thicknesses, up to 500ms, near the eastern terminus of the seismic record. The
cut-and-fill reflector pattern, seen in the Mississippi Canyon is repeated further down into the section,
implying similar processes were responsible for both series of reflections. The western limit of the seaf-
loor-following and cut-and-fill sedimentary wedge is marked by an interpreted salt dome. The eastern
limit of the record shows only sediments. Also, under the eastern Canyon flank some 5km (~ 2.6naut.
mi.) to the east of the Canyon is a series of converging up-lifted reflectors onto a zone of dark, highly
convoluted, reflectors interpretable as a salt dome. The poorly-defined and highly irregular salt dome
crest lies at least 500ms below present seafloor and approximates the absolute height of the sub-western
Canyon salt.

Between both the sub-western Canyon salt and the sub-eastern flank salt are continuous, con-
cave-upward reflectors. Maximum relief over the catanary of the concave-upward reflectors is
approximately 300ms. Apparently, there has been relative motion between the two salt domes and the
concave upward reflectors in times past.

The entire seismic line (not represented in the seismic profile, but mapped in Fig. 1) extends over
circa 80 km (~ 42naut. mi.) and reaches to the shelf-break northwestwardly of the Mississippi Canyon.
This line is punctuated by several salt domes, and a resultant mid-slope basin. Also, there is a zone of
strong reflectors, somewhat intermittently and crudely paralleling each other, over a thickness of 250-
400ms. This zone near the shelf-break lies 300-400ms beneath the seafloor and, ever-deepening down-
slope under the Canyon flanks, is buried 600-700ms. Thus, super-imposed upon the cut-and-fill reflec-
tor patterns (Figure 4) is the zone of strong reflectors.
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Figure 1. Study location.
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Figure 2. Uninterpreted single-channel (GIgun) seismic profile oriented approximately west to east across the central Mississippi Canyon.
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Figure 3. Modified from Coleman et al., 1983,
figure 8. Sparker line (dip section) run across a
massive shelf-edge failure in the Mississippi
River delta. A=Age of horizon ranges from
29,000 to 35,000 BP. B=Age of horizon averages
15,500 BP.
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Figure 4. Interpreted cut-and-fill structures beneath Mississippi Canyon; cut-and-fill structures are typically associated with rivers/canyons.
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The origin of these strong reflectors is in doubt. They could represent a coarser and more strongly
reflective lithology. Also, a lithology may be present that is acting as a reservoir for natural gas; the
overlying units with relatively weaker reflectors—typical of sediments containing hydrates—serving as
a trapping mechanism. A pure methane hydrate in such a water depth and temperature environment
should be only ~100m thick (Warren Wood, Naval Research Labs, personal communication, summer
2003). However, methane gas contaminated with ethane and/or butane would create a relatively thicker
hydrate stability zone.

Interpretation

Mississippi Canyon Collapse (MCC)

The cut-and-fill unit above the discontinuity, illustrated in Figure 5, may be assigned as the
down-dip continuation of the mass-wasting event described by Coleman et al., 1983, Figure 2. The dis-
continuity sharpness bespeaks an initial event massive enough to be quite erosive, producing an
appreciable canyon at least some 750m (~ 2500ft) deep (seismic velocity circa 1500m/sec and 500-
600msec deep) and 15 km (~ 7.8 naut. mi.) wide. This canyon was intermittently re-filled. Several pos-
sible secondary trans-canyon discontinuities, none equaling the primary, are suggested by the data
(Fig. 5). These possible secondary discontinuities may be the results of the latter major mass-wasting
events discussed by Coleman et al., 1983 (see Fig. 2). Both pre- and post-major mass-wasting, there
would have been accompanying lesser slides here evidenced by individual and discrete channels (Figs. 4
and 5). These possible secondary discontinuities, here imaged in the mid-slope Mississippi Canyon,
may be the results of the major mass-wasting described by Coleman et al., 1983, Figure 2, originating
along the up-dip shelf-break.

Figure 5. Individual slumping episodes (interpreted from published sparker data, Coleman et al., 1983), along
the head-wall of what became the Mississippi Canyon, apparently traveled down-slope as mass-wasting events
through the Canyon and were deposited there. Preliminary seismic interpretation suggests that it may be pos-
sible to correlate individual slump-blocks to specific debris-flows within the Canyon.
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Coleman et al., 1983 argue that a river delta located above and northward of the present Missis-
sippi Canyon was the sedimentary feature that began to collapse, successively, event after event, with
the Canyon as testimony of the erosion. The seismic line illustrated here, Figures 3, 4, and 5, crosses the
Canyon in the vicinity of the canyon mid-point, well down-dip of the data published by Coleman et al.,
1983. Some sorting-out of down-stream erosion and deposition could have occurred by this point. The
primary/deepest discontinuity reflector, the suggestive secondary discontinuities, and individual can-
yons may mark the principal and lesser events of the Mississippi Canyon Collapse (MCC).

Pre-Mississippi Canyon Collapses

The uninterrupted, extensive, cut-and-fill reflector pattern beneath and to the east of the Missis-
sippi Canyon Collapse indicates that this zone was employed for down-dip traversing by mass-wasting
of all extents. Examination of Figure 6 supports the interpretation that there appear to have been at least
two erosional events comparable in magnitude to the MCC. The deeper and better-developed event,
labeled Pre-MCC-1, lies between the two salts. Maximum relief is 400-500 ms.

The second event lies directly above Pre-MCC-1 within the region of strong reflectors. It is later-
ally extensive, with individual pockets of erosion only 50-75ms deep, and forms an irregular basal
surface. This entire erosional/depositional complex, referred to as Pre-MCC 2, is ~200-250ms thick.

Immediately above Pre-MCC-2 is another grouping of discrete canyons, with no evidence of a sin-
gle erosive mass-wasting event, but rather of a series of lesser events occurring over a relatively short
geologic time span. This feature, Pre-MCC-3, is ~150-200ms in vertical extent in this section and is men-
tioned as evidence of frequency of canyon-making processes operating within this stratigraphic unit.

Farther up the stratigraphic column is a well-developed, erosional-deposional complex with a
distinct basal erosional surface. This feature, Pre-MCC-4, is approximately half to two-thirds the width
of the Mississippi Canyon Collapse and ~200ms in vertical relief. Its position relative to the Mississippi
Canyon Collapse indicates that it pre-dates the Collapse.

Summary

In summary, these four vertically stacked erosional-depositional events/sequences argue that
there has been near-continuous down-slope activity in this region. The positions of the two salts may
well have determined—at least influenced—the creation of the deepest canyon complex. Also, when the
MCC occurred, the then-seafloor may have extended appreciably up the flanks of the present Missis-
sippi Canyon. If so, the amount of erosion would have been much greater than is presently indicated by
the discontinuity and in-filled sediments. The four buried, eastward canyon complexes, all pre-date the
MCC, possibly suggesting that the loci of down-slope movements lay to the east of the present Missis-
sippi Canyon and that the MCC represents a shifting to the west for down-slope movements. The sub-
western Canyon salt then could have served as the western limit for the Collapse. The positioning of salt
domes, whether sub-surface or above regional bathymetry, appears to play a significant—possibly con-
trolling—influence on the extent and position of erosion and in guiding the active down-slope flow,
respectively (Lowrie, 1994).

It appears likely that these various mass-wasting events occurred during lowstands when water-
saturated, structurally weak, shelf-edge deltas were left perched on exposed or nearly-exposed outer con-
tinental margin shelves. Inevitable collapse of the weakened delta complexes produced cascading debris-
flows down the continental slope. A chronological suggestion would be that each of the canyon-com-
plexes was created during successive lowstands. Given the seven documented Upper Pleistocene sealevel
oscillations, it may be reasonable to assign successively older dated lowstands to each canyon complex.
If so, then Pre-MC-1 would be some 550,000 years old, Pre-MC-2 450,000 years old, and so forth.

Seafloor-Following Reflectors

The seafloor-following reflectors along the flanks of the Mississippi Canyon appear parallel and
quite uniformly-spaced with some thinning over bathymetric highs. There seems to be greater thickness
variations along the western flank of the Canyon. A speculatively suggested explanation is that this is
due, in part, to the Coriolis effect on the descending turbulent clouds of water and fine-grained sedi-
ments overlying an advancing turbidity current (Bruce Heezen, deceased, personal communication,
summer 1964; Winn and Armentrout, eds., 1995).
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Figure 6. Interpreted single-channel (GIgun) seismic profile oriented approximately west to east across the central Mississippi Canyon.
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Such uniform, regionally-constant, reflectors are indicative of low energy pelagic and hemi-
pelagic deposition. Sedimentological analyses of a giant piston core (28.5m) collected by the RV Mar-
ion Dufresne in an adjacent and seismically comparable area showed the sediments to be calcareous
clays and silty clays (Charlotte Brunner, Univ. Southern MS, personal communication, summer, 2003).
A geologically reasonable interpretation is that comparable sediments comprise these seafloor-follow-
ing reflectors.

Conclusions
The Mississippi Canyon region has experienced numerous mass-wasting events, large and small.

Four additional canyon-complexes, older than the Mississippi Canyon Collapse, have been identified and
tentatively dated. There appears to be a significant role for salt domes in how and where erosion and sub-
sequent deposition may occur, the role not clearly defined at this time. Also, the role of really massive
mass-wasting events, such as the MCC, may have been, until now, under-rated for the Mississippi Canyon
Province. These conjectures may also be applicable to the entire Mississippi-Texas continental margin.

Future Exploration
Review of comparable world-wide continental margin areas characterized by large rivers

debouching onto the slope could reveal similar large canyon-complexes. The frequency of such large
events is probably much higher than previously described. This then may be a significant process by
which large volumes of sediments, including coarse-grained, are transported to the deep ocean.
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